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1Autonomous Refueling on the Open Sea
By Gregory P. Scott, Aerospace Engineer, Naval Research Laboratory
The Naval Research Laboratory in Washington DC has recently completed a project to 
develop a prototype robotic arm system for exploring technologies to refuel unmanned 
surface vehicles (USVs) autonomously. This Phase I project was funded as a DARPA 
seedling concept to develop a proof of concept system to determine if it would be pos-
sible to autonomously refuel an unmanned vehicle at varying sea state conditions.
At the base of the robotic refueling system 
is a rigid industrial robotic manipulator 
to provide rapid and precise positioning 
of the robotic arm. Cameras on this arm 
track the movement of a fiducial located 
next to the fuel receptacle on the USV 
so that the location of the fueling port 
can be accurately targeted, regardless of 
the movement of the USV in the water. 
At the end of the rigid robotic arm is 
Clemson University’s Octarm (a previ-
ous DARPA-funded project), which is 
a flexible and compliant pneumatically 
actuated robotic arm. Utilizing the rigid 
precision of the industrial arm and the 
flexibility of the Octarm, this initial re-
search effort demonstrated that mating 
the magnetic refueling fitting with the 
vehicle’s fuel receptacle can be accom-
plished. A Navy Sea Fox vessel was used 
as the target vehicle for a series of tests in 
the wave tank at the US Army Aberdeen 
Test Center while the robotic refueling 
system was mounted to the side of this 
large tank. Numerous refueling test runs 
were made in open water conditions at 
varying simulated sea states from calm 
to Sea State 3.25.  The system repeatedly 
succeeded at autonomously docking in 
conditions up to Sea State 2 beyond which the tracking camera would direct the arm 
outside of its safety range and could still manually dock to transfer fuel at Sea State 3.25. 
For more information on this project or other NRL research, please go to:
http://go.usa.gov/EXT or contact Daniel Parry (daniel.parry@nrl.navy.mil)  
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2Ship-based UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems) – Optimizing their capabilities
By David Place, CDR (USN Ret), NPS Research Associate, UAS Advisor to C3F and James ‘Abe’ Sebastian, a contractor for DDL OMNI
The Navy has a long history of operating UAS in maritime environments.  
In the 1960’s, destroyers used the Drone Anti-Submarine Helicopter 
(DASH) to provide a stand-off torpedo delivery capability.  Pioneer Re-
motely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs) operated from Iowa class battleships and 
Austin class LPDs during the 1980s and 1990s and served as targeting and 
spotting platforms conducting naval surface fire support during the 1991 
Gulf War.  Over the last couple of decades, the lexicon has transitioned 
from RPV, to UAV, to UAS (RPA for the USAF).  Although frequently 
referred to as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), UAS is considered the 
most appropriate designation in most circles – Drone is definitely NOT 
the term of choice in the military.   Even though the term “UAS” is often 
thought of as the aircraft itself, it actually refers to the entire system: the 
unmanned aircraft (UA), its ground control station (GCS), and all of the 
associated launch/recovery equipment. 
In the years since the Gulf War, UAS have proliferated rapidly throughout 
the armed forces.   Several ship-based/ship-capable UAS are currently be-
ing employed by the Navy and Marine Corps, however not all of them are 
programs of record (POR).  
When unmanned aircraft are operated from ships, a set of standardized 
operating procedures (SOPs) is required in order to safely launch and re-




best practices for 
employing the UAS, 
for a variety of 
mission sets, is also 
essential.  
A NPS Research As-
sociate and a DDL 
OMNI contractor 
are currently draft-
ing a Third Fleet 
Tactical Memorandum (TACMEMO), which is being sponsored by the 
Navy Warfare Development Command. The objectives of this project are 
to develop TTP which warfare commanders, ship crews and UAS opera-
tors can use to effectively employ their systems in a number of warfare and 
mission areas.  The TACMEMO will focus on the following subjects:
1. Maritime kill chain support--UAS contributions to each phase of the 
“Find-Fix-Track-Target-Engage-Assess” (F2T2EA) kill chain to include 
aspects such as:
•	  Using onboard sensors, Automatic Identification System (AIS), and 
radar to build and maintain a recognized maritime picture (RMP) 
•	 UAS search directed by third party radars (E-2, P-3, etc.)
•	 Laser spotting for strike operations, post-attack hit and damage as-
sessment, etc.
2. UAS in support of counter-fast attack craft/fast inshore attack craft 
(FAC/FIAC) tactics 
3. Airspace deconfliction procedures when conducting operations with 
manned fixed and rotary wing aircraft.
UAS can fly with a variety of payload configurations, and new payload 
packages are under continual development.  The TACMEMO will focus on 
payload systems/sensors which are projected to be deployed with the Fleet 
during the TACMEMO’s planned evaluation period. 
Look for the “Ship-based UAS Employment Tactics” TACMEMO in your 
local library early next year!
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One of our continuing CRUSER goals is to create and support venues for Innovative Concept 
Generation.  Our next event in support of this goal will be a Warfare Innovation Workshop 
scheduled for 17 - 20 September 2012 here at NPS.  This will be  a CRUSER, NWDC and 
NUWC sponsored workshop that will focus on advancing the Design of Undersea Warfare 
(DUSW).  The workshop will specifically examine innovative  Concept Generation for 
leveraging U.S. strengths in the Undersea Domain to counter A2AD in Phase 0/1. Teams are 
forming now that will be comprised of NPS students and young engineers from Navy labs, 
industry and academia.  If you are interested in being part of an innovative force to tackle 
this challenge please contact me at cjoneal@nps.edu.
CAPT Carol O’Neal, USN ret
CRUSER Director innovation and Concept Generation
A new TACMEMO 
is being written to 
describe TTP for 
ship-based UAS such 
as Fire Scout (top) and 
Integrator (bottom).
RoboticsCourseWare.org is an open-access repos-
itory of robotics curricular materials sponsored 
by the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society.
3Unmanned Vehicle Mission-Level Autonomy Applications to the Littoral Combat Ship
by D. M. Kiick, Operations Analyst at JHU/APL, BS in Physics from USNA, has 7 years operational experience in the Navy as a nuclear engineer
The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Is the Navy’s newest ship program and 
in many ways represents a departure from traditional surface combatant 
concepts.  Previous classes of surface combatants were multi-mission 
platforms.  The LCS platforms carry very little inherent mission capa-
bility other than basic self defense. The Navy has chosen to provide the 
majority of LCS capability in mission packages through helicopters and 
unmanned vehicles [1]. Autonomous unmanned vehicles can greatly 
increase the capability to accomplish mission objectives.
The autonomy referred to in this paper is mission-level autonomy, 
intelligent autonomy that enables unmanned vehicles to collaborate 
and autonomously execute a mission.  While the complexities of some 
naval missions exceed the capabilities of existing technology, there are 
missions that can be defined within parameters narrow enough to allow 
autonomous execution. LCS currently has proof of concept prototypes 
of the Mine countermeasures (MCM) and SUW mission packages that 
have been successfully deployed [1].
MCM seeks to protect sea lines of communication by making mined 
areas of the ocean safe for vessels to maneuver [2].  MCM objectives 
are accomplished by sweeping a potentially mined area and identifying 
mine-like objects. Q routes are then established through the area based 
on this information.  APL has demonstrated that a specific search pat-
tern can be assigned to a USV [3].  The USV detects mine-like objects 
during its search, and communicates the locations to UUVs loitering 
on the surface.  It has been demonstrated that the UUVs can autono-
mously develop routes to visit each mine-like object and collect data to 
determine whether or not it is a mine [3].  All vehicles would return to 
the LCS seaframe for operators to interpret the information, develop Q 
routes, and designate which mines need to be neutralized. The UUVs 
are deployed again to perform the neutralization.  The autonomous 
vehicles can conduct the periodic monitoring of Q routes as well.  The 
routes could be programmed into the vehicles, and they would autono-
mously sweep it and identify any new mine-like objects that need to be 
identified and removed.
SUW is a broad mission area that refers to any action taken against 
vessels on the surface of the sea, including surface search, track, and en-
gagement.  SUW can benefit from autonomy by pushing data analysis 
and decision tasks forward to autonomous vehicles instead of requiring 
those tasks to be performed on the LCS seaframe.  For example, au-
tonomy can be used for airborne search and tracking of surface targets 
over the horizon.  The LCS concept already includes sensors deployed 
on UAVs for over-the-horizon detection.  Autonomy could be used 
on the UAVs to build and maintain a track picture and to coordinate 
among UAVs to hand off and maintain tracks as they pass from the field 
of view of one vehicle to another. As operators classify tracks as friendly 
or hostile, the UAVs can take action based on preplanned doctrine.
To date, the military implementation of vehicle autonomy has been 
limited to surveillance and non-lethal engagements.  With the deploy-
ment of weapons on unmanned vehicles and the addition of data links 
and cameras to weapons, the lines between autonomous weapons 
and autonomous vehicles are becoming increasingly blurred.  In the 
future, these two technologies are expected to merge and produce a 
family of autonomous combat vehicles capable of autonomous search 
and engagement.  This future paradigm has many advantages.  Weapon 
system upgrades can be made with less impact to the seaframe than 
installed systems would produce.  Vehicles deployed from one platform 
can collaborate and communicate with vehicles deployed from other 
locations. Operators are freed from one task which is tedious and time 
consuming and from one task which is dangerous. As crew sizes shrink, 
the importance and value of each crewmember to the execution of the 
mission increases.  Autonomy provides methods for simultaneously 
reducing the workload of each crewmember and reducing the risk of 
loss of each crewmember.
REFERENCES
 [1] O’Rourke, Ronald, “Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Program: 
Background, Issues, and Options for Congress,” Congressional Research 
Service report to Congress, 11 January 2011
[2] Rios, Mark, “N825 Mine Warfare Branch,” Briefing to OPNAV N85 
expeditionary Warfare Division, www.dtic.mil/ndia/2010expedition/
RIOS.pdf (accessed 24 March 2011)
[3] R. H. Holder III, A. M. Jensenius, S. J. Marshall, J. G. Moore, D. H. 
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Unmanned Systems Engineering Degrees
by Dr Jerry LeMieux, Col (ret) USAF, Executive Director, Unmanned Vehicle University
For over 10 years the DoD and the FAA have been negotiating over the 
right to fly drones in the National Airspace. One issue is reliability as 
many drones have been rushed into service without the normal rigor. 
Another issue is loss of signal for the control link due to interference or 
low signal level. Because of these issues, the FAA has repeatedly denied 
DoD drones flight in the national airspace. Drones normally have to fly in 
what is called segregated airspace (restricted or warning areas). Now that 
there are more than 7500 drones and more on the way, the DoD is pushing 
harder for permission. The military is on the path to replace one third of its 
platforms with unmanned systems. The Teal Group estimates US govern-
ment spending on unmanned systems at $6 billion per year for the next 10 
years.  Worldwide this spending will reach $10 billion per year. In addition 
to the military, numerous civil and commercial applications have evolved 
for drones such as law enforcement fire fighting, pipeline inspection, crop 
management. It is currently against the law for a commercial company to 
fly a drone in US airspace. 
Changes are finally on the way. On Dec 31, 2011, Congress passed the 2013 
Defense budget and on Feb 14, 2012, the FAA reauthorization bill was 
passed. These laws directed the FAA to create six UAV test sites around 
the US to start integrating UAVs into the national airspace system. These 
changes and US government spending on unmanned systems open up 
a whole new opportunity for those who would like to begin a career in 
unmanned systems. For additional info: http://www.uxvuniversity.com/
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STUDENT CORNER
Student:  Thomas F Dono, Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Title:  OPTIMIZED LANDING OF AUTONOMOUS UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE SWARMS
Abstract:  ‘’The fiercest serpent may be overcome by a swarm of ants.’’ - Isoroku Yamamoto
This research explores a future concept requiring the efficient and safe, landing and recovery of a swarm of unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs). The presented work involves the use of an overarching (centralized) airspace optimization model; formulated analytically as a 
network flow problem describing a time-expanded, minimum cost flow model of the terminal airspace in which the UAVs navigate to 
one or more landing zones.  This model generates optimal paths in a centralized manner such that the UAVs are properly sequenced 
into the landing areas.  The network model is “grown” using agent-based simulation with simple flocking rules.  The resulting solution 
is compared to another agent-based model which uses similar avoidance rules for the landing of these UAVs, exploring the benefit of 
distributed computation and decision-making characteristic of swarming models. Relevant measures of performance include, e.g., the 
total time necessary to land the swarm. Extensive simulation studies and sensitivity analyses are conducted to demonstrate the relative 
effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Doctoral Dissertation Defense:  
Motion Coordination of Multiple Autono-
mous Vehicles in a Spatiotemporal Flowfield
by Cammy Peterson, JHU/APL Research Associate
University of Maryland, College Park, Aerospace Engineering
The typical practice for operating autonomous vehicles is to 
control each one individually.  However, a cooperating team 
of vehicles can benefit from sharing information and tasking 
responsibilities.  One obstacle limiting the effectiveness of 
many existing cooperative control algorithms is their failure 
to account for the degradation of control performance due to 
external flowfields, such as winds or Ocean currents.  These 
flowfields are difficult to model and may represent a significant 
portion of the vehicle’s velocity.  The objective of this research is 
to provide decentralized control algorithms that enable motion 
coordination for multiple autonomous vehicles while operating 
in a flowfield.
We model each vehicle as a planar self-propelled particle 
travelling at unit speed relative to the flow.  The flowfield may 
be either temporally or spatially varying, provided it does not 
exceed the velocity of the particle (this ensures the particle can 
exhibit forward motion in the flow).  Each particle is subject to a 
steering control that we design to drive all particles to a circular 
formation centered at either an arbitrary or prescribed location. 
Estimation algorithms are provided for unknown, time-invari-
ant flowfields.  If the flowfield is uniform each particle uses 
noisy position measurements to maintain a local estimate of the 
flow. For a nonuniform flowfield a decentralized information-
consensus filter is used to combine each particle’s local estimate 
and reconstruct the global flowfield.  In both cases the particles 
use the estimated flowfield for motion coordination.  
The theoretical results are illustrated with numerical simula-
tions of circular formation control.  An application example 
is also provided demonstrating coordinated encirclement of a 
maneuvering target.  Experimental validation was done using 
the JHU/APL aerial vehicle test bed with hardware-in-the-loop 
simulations and outdoor flight tests.
2nd Annual Robots in the Roses Research Fair
A crowd of several hundred spent a sunny afternoon in the NPS Rose 
Garden last Thursday afternoon at the 2nd Annual Robots in the Roses 
Research Fair. Young and old alike were introduced to the latest in robot-
ics research and unmanned systems concept generation as CRUSER com-
munity of interest members from across the DoD, industry, and academia 
showcased their work. Highlights of the event included a welcome address 
by Under Secretary of the Navy the Honorable Robert Work; and a USV 
design challenge involving robot rubber duckies racing across the newly 
renovated Roman Plunge reflecting pool – an activity designed to inspire 
future roboticists to embrace the study of science, technology, engineering 
and math with zeal!  Check out Robots in the Roses on YouTube :  http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BniR6K4Howc.  Additional coverage links at: 
http://www.nps.edu/Research/CRUSER/RobotsInRoses.html  
Under Secretary of 
the Navy the Honor-
able Robert O. Work 
with LCDR Loren 
Jacobi, NPS Student 
(top) Carmel High’s 
FIRST Robotics 
robot (bottom)
